Introduction From 1971 onwards,
PAPi and co-workers have reported evidence that Italian pigeons use olfactory information to navigate (references in PaPi, 1986 ). Since 1974 American authors (KEETON, 1974; KEETON & BROWN, 1976 , KEETON et al., 1977 began to replicate the experiments of the Italian authors and concluded that the navigation system used by Cornell pigeons, is largely independent of the olfactory sense. In an attempt to explain this discrepancy, a series of cooperative experiments using Cornell pigeons in the Ithaca (N.Y., U.S.A.) area was performed by KEETON, PAPr and the authors of the present paper. The results were reported in a paper (PAPI et al., 1978) WILTSCHKO et al., 1987) . Therefore, in another attempt to resolve the old controversy, a new series of collaborative experiments, reported in the present paper, have been performed.
To nullify the effect of directional bias, sites symmetrically arranged around the loft were used. Moreover, we also investigated the possibility that the observed differences between Italian and American pigeons might be a result of different rearing and training procedures which may have induced different homing strategies. In Italy, pigeons are usually tested after a very limited number of training flights or sometimes without any previous experience. Moreover, Italian birds, raised in large open aviaries, are subjected to full exposure to winds, a fact which should facilitate the acquisition of an olfactory map. Cornell pigeons, on the other hand, are usually confined to lofts with attached aviaries that face in one direction. After a few days of flying around the loft area, they are taken for 20 or more training tosses in all directions followed by 1-2 single tosses before being tested. Our current experiments included young pigeons, of approximately the same age, that were raised and trained in either the Italian or American style.
